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Renzo De Felice, studi e testimonianze

2001

exploring more than 500 years of the country s history italy provides readers interested in modern italy or european history with a greater understanding of
italy s past from the renaissance to the present this guide presents the milestones in italy s history in an interesting and readable way

Luigi Sturzo e il governo locale

1858

alongside georges clemenceau and david lloyd george giovanni giolitti 1842 1928 stands out as one of the major liberal reformers of late 19th and early 20th
century europe in the first complete english language study of giolitti de grand examines the political life of italy s most notable prime minister after cavour
giolitti emerges not as a transitional figure leading fledgling italy into modern democracy but as a staunch adherent of 19th century elitist liberalism trying to
navigate the new tide of mass politics de grand s careful research offers valuable insight into giolitti as statesman and through him a vantage point on the
development of italy during a critical period giolitti s troubled relationship with mass politics defined his years in office a life long bureaucrat aloof from the
electorate giolitti introduced near universal male suffrage even while commenting that first teaching everyone to read and write would be a more reasonable
route and tolerated labor strikes rather than reform the state as a concession to populism however giolitti sought to accommodate the politics of the piazza under
the roof of liberal parliamentarianism first in his pursuit of coalitions with socialist and catholic groups and finally at the end of his political life in a failed
courtship with fascism

Parliamentary Papers

1858

this is a study of the federazione universitaria cattolica italiana fuci between 1925 and 1943 the organisation of catholic action for the university sector the fuci is
highly significant to the study of catholic politics and intellectual ideas as a large proportion of the future christian democrats who ruled the country after world
war ii were formed within the ranks of the federation in broader terms this is a contribution to the historiography of fascist italy and of catholic politics and
mentalities in europe in the mid twentieth century it sets out to prove the fundamental ideological political social and cultural influences of catholicism on the
making of modern italy and how it was inextricably linked to more secular forces in the shaping of the nation and the challenges faced by an emerging mass
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society furthermore the book explores the influence exercised by catholicism on european attitudes towards modernisation and modernity and how catholicism
has often led the way in the search for a religious alternative modernity that could countervail the perceived deleterious effects of the western liberal version
of modernity

Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons

2009

in the 1930s translation became a key issue in the cultural politics of the fascist regime due to the fact that italy was publishing more translations than any other
country in the world making use of extensive archival research the author of this new study examines this invasion of translations through a detailed statistical
analysis of the translation market the book shows how translations appeared to challenge official claims about the birth of a fascist culture and cast italy in a
receptive role that did not tally with fascist notions of a dominant culture extending its influence abroad the author shows further that the commercial impact
of this invasion provoked a sustained reaction against translated popular literature on the part of those writers and intellectuals who felt threatened by its
success he examines the aggressive campaign that was conducted against the italian publishers federation by the authors and writers union led by the futurist
poet f t marinetti accusing them of favouring their private profit over the national interest finally the author traces the evolution of fascist censorship showing
how the regime developed a gradually more repressive policy towards translations as notions of cultural purity began to influence the perception of imported
literature

Italy

2000-11-30

pizza is one of the best known and widely exported italian foods and yet relatively little is known about its origins in the late 18th and early 19th centuries
myths such as the naming of pizza margherita after the italian queen abound but little serious scholarly attention has been devoted to the topic eschewing
exaggerated fables this book draws a detailed portrait of the difficulties experienced by the then marginalized class of pizza makers rather than the ultimate
success of their descendants it provides a unique exploration of the history of pizza making in naples offering an archival based history of the early story of pizza
and the establishment of the pizzeria touching upon issues of politics economics and sociology inventing the pizzeria contributes not only to the commercial
social and food history of italy but also provides an urban history of a major european city told through one of its most famous edible exports originally published
in italian this english edition is updated with a revised introduction and conclusion a new preface and additional images and sources
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The Hunchback's Tailor

1887

a complete record of the formal organisational and administrative proceedings of the xxvii general assembly of the international astronomical union

Calendario generale del Regno d'Italia

1863

uses newly released and unpublished documentation from the vatican secret archive to show how pope pius xi grappled with fascism and nazism and how his
spirituality rather then political views led him to increasingly speak out against nazism

Annuario del Ministero delle finanze del Regno d'Italia

1940

includes maps of the u s congressional districts

Graduatoria del personale del Ministero e delle amministrazioni dipendenti

1893

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification
before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

XTREME MODELLING 18 EN

1999
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in questo numero al lettore saggi massimo adinolfi dieci paragrafi sul luogo della filosofia andrea tagliapietra il filosofo come gaffeur per finirla con l eroismo del
pensiero flavio cuniberto il luogo degli oggetti fuori luogo riflessioni sul museo come forma simbolica della modernità michele dantini religioni politiche la storia
dell arte alla prova degli studi su fascismo antifascismo e resistenza carlo galli vecchie e nuove perdite del centro walter tocci la politica fuori luogo alfonso di
prospero gli spazi vuoti della comunicazione i luoghi impossibili del significato vincenzo vitiello ΥΨΙΠΟΛΙΣ ΑΠΟΛΙΣ piero coda uscire dall accampamento
verso di lui fede cristiana e paradosso del luogo in dialogo vincenzo vitiello da kelsen e schmitt a benjamin e vico discutendo con biagio de giovanni biagio de
giovanni risposta a vincenzo vitiello corsivo silvio perrella i luoghi ci battezzano fascicolo a cura di massimo adinolfi

Annuario dei Ministeri delle finanze e del tesoro del Regno d'Italia

1865

the carthusian monks at san martino began a series of decorative campaigns in the 1580s that continued until 1757 transforming the church of their monastery
the certosa di san martino into a jewel of marble revetment painting and sculpture the aesthetics of the church generate a jarring moral conflict few religious
orders honored the ideals of poverty and simplicity so ardently yet decorated so sumptuously in this study nick napoli explores the terms of this conflict and of
how it sought resolution amidst the social and economic realities and the political and religious culture of early modern naples napoli mines the documentary
record of the decorative campaigns at san martino revealing the rich testimony it provides relating to both the monks and the artists expectations of how
practice and payment should transpire from these documents the author delivers insight into the ethical and economic foundations of artistic practice in early
modern naples the first english language study of a key monument in naples and the first to situate the complex within the cultural history of the city the
ethics of ornament in early modern naples sheds new light on the neapolitan baroque industries of art in the age before capitalism and the relation of art
architecture and ornament

EXTREME MODELLING 32

2014

dai processi di mafia sono emerse nel tempo verità inquietanti con le quali dobbiamo ancora fare i conti l esistenza di un patto tra istituzioni e cosa nostra è una di
queste non si tratta di un ricordo una stortura che riguarda solo p2 sisde politici lontani dalle scene nuovi pentiti e nuovi processi gettano ancora ombre sulla
nostra vita politica dalle testimonianze di spatuzza che ha fornito una diversa ricostruzione della strage di via d amelio all originale del papello consegnato ai
giudici da massimo ciancimino insieme ad altre carte del padre alle implicazioni emerse dal caso ilardo fino alle dichiarazioni del generale mori ex comandante
del ros che contesta i collaboratori di giustizia e continua a negare ogni coinvolgimento nella trattativa maurizio torrealta il primo a svelare questo scenario
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criminal politico ripropone in edizione completamente aggiornata il libro più esaustivo sull argomento lasciando parlare gli atti giudiziari attraverso l analisi delle
inchieste delle sentenze e delle deposizioni dei pentiti ci permette di inquadrare i colpevoli della collusione tra stato e criminalità organizzata e ci indica le
uniche armi per combatterli informazione e impegno civile

Maffia e delinquenza in Sicilia

2017-03-21

Annuario

1885

Il vicerè socialista. Giuseppe De Felice Giuffrida, sindaco di Catania

1941

Faith and Fascism

2010

Annuario del Ministero di grazia e giustizia e dei culti

1914
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Ruoli di anzianita del personale delle amministrazioni dipendenti situazione al ...

2015-11-05

Publishing Translations in Fascist Italy

2010-06-03

Calendario generale del regno d'Italia

1891

Inventing the Pizzeria

2011-09-26

Proceedings of the Twenty Seventh General Assembly Rio de Janeiro 2009

1999

Stato del personale addetto alla pubblica istruzione del regno d'Italia

1926
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Hitler, Mussolini and the Vatican

1917-01-01

Italian Quarterly

1895

Official Congressional Directory

1921

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1917 Sailing Vessels

1934

Annuario del Ministero della pubblica istruzione

1911

Ruoli d'anzianita pel ... degli ufficiali in congedo

2018-09-28
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Annuario ufficiale delle forze armate del Regno d'Italia. 2, Regia marina

2017-07-05

Rivista popolare di politica, lettere e scienze sociali

2011-05-31

Il Pensiero, LVII, 1, 2018. Fuori luogo

1882

The Ethics of Ornament in Early Modern Naples

1968

La trattativa

1919

Bollettino ufficiale

1890
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The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints

1764*

Socialismo e socialisti in Italia

1925

Annuario militare del Regno d'Italia

Ristretto di ragioni per il dott. d. Giambattista, e d. Aniello de Campora col marchese di Villafranca.
Commessario il regio consigliere signor d. Carlo Paoletti [Giambattista Arnone]
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